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SUMMARY ANALYSIS

Current law requires middle school students to successfully complete, among other courses, three middle
school or higher courses in social studies in order to be promoted. One semester of the three social studies
courses must include the study of state and federal government and civics education.

House Bill 105 creates the "Justice Sandra Day O'Connor Civics Education Act" and provides that, beginning
with students entering grade 6 in the 2012-2013 school year, promotion from a school composed of grades 6,
7, and 8 requires the successful completion of a one-semester civics education course. The one-semester
civics education course is included in the three middle school social studies courses currently required for
promotion.

The civics education course must include the roles and responsibilities of federal, state, and local
governments; the structures and functions of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government;
and the meaning and significance of historic documents, such as the Articles of Confederation, Declaration of
Independence, and the Constitution of the United States.

The bill provides that during the 2012-2013 school year, an end-of-course assessment in civics education must
be administered as a field test at the middle school level. During the 2013-2014 school year, each student's
performance on the statewide, standardized end-of-course assessment in civics education must constitute
30% of the student's final course grade. Beginning with the 2014-2015 school year, a student must earn a
passing score on the end-of-course assessment in civics education in order to pass the course and receive
course credit.

The bill includes the statewide, standardized end-of-course assessment in civics education at the middle
school level as a factor in designating a school's grade beginning in the 2013-2014 school year.

The bill does not appear to create a fiscal impact on school districts or local governments. However, the bill
does have a fiscal impact on the Department of Education. See FISCAL COMMENTS section of this analysis.

This document does not reflect the Intent or official position of the bill sponsor or House of Representatives.
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HOUSE PRINCIPLES

Members are encouraged to evaluate proposed legislation in light of the following guiding principles of the
House of Representatives

• Balance the state budget.
• Create a legal and regulatory environment that fosters economic growth and job creation.
• Lower the tax burden on families and businesses.
• Reverse or restrain the growth of government.
• Promote public safety.
• Promote educational accountability, excellence, and choice.
• Foster respect for the family and for innocent human life.
• Protect Florida's natural beauty.

FULL ANALYSIS

I. SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS

A. EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

Present Situation

Middle School Social Studies Requirements

Current law requires middle school students to successfully complete, among other courses, three
middle school or higher courses in social studies in order to be promoted. One semester of the three
social studies courses must include the study of state and federal government and civics education. 1

Sunshine State Standards

The Sunshine State Standards establish core curricula and benchmarks for student achievement. The
State Board of Education is reviewing the Sunshine State Standards and replacing them with Next
Generation Sunshine State Standards that specify the core content knowledge and skills that K-12
public school students are expected to acquire.2 In December 2008, the State Board of Education
adopted the Next Generation Sunshine Standards for Social Studies.3 Below are the social studies
content areas required at each grade level:

• 6th Grade: geography, economics, world history, and civics and government.
• i h Grade: geography, economics, and civics and government.
• 8th Grade: American history, geography, economics, and civics and government.4

Student Assessment

The Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) measures student achievement in grades 3
through 11 using benchmarks from the Sunshine State Standards.s The FCAT consists of criterion
referenced tests in reading, writing, mathematics, and science.s Reading and mathematics are tested

1 Middle school students are required to successfully complete three middle school or higher courses in English, mathematics, social
studies, and science in order to be promoted. Section 1003.4156, F.S.
2 Section 1003.41, F.S.
s http://www.floridastandards.orgiStandards/FLStandardSearch.aspx.
4 Id.
s Section 1008.22(3), F.S.
6 Section 1008.22(3)(c)2., F.S. A criterion-referenced test (CRT) is an assessment inwhich an individual's performance is compared
to a specific learning objective or performance standard and not to the perforniance ofother students. CRTs show how well students
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annually in grades 3 through 1O. Writing and science are tested once at the elementary, middle, and
high school levels.7 Students take the FCAT Science test in grades 5, 8, and 11 and the FCAT Writing
test in grades 4, 8, and 10.8

End-of-course assessments for subject areas also may be administered in addition to the
comprehensive assessments. An end-of-course assessment must be rigorous, statewide,
standardized, and developed or approved by the Department of Education (DOE).9

Currently, a civics assessment is administered in the state periodically in grades 4, 8, and 12 to
randomly selected schools across the state as part of the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP).10 The NAEP is an assessment administered in grades 4,8, and 12 and provides a basis for
comparing knowledge and skills of Florida students with students in other states, and with the nation as
a whole. The two major goals of NAEP are to measure student achievement and to report changes in
performance over time. NAEP does not provide scores at the school or individual student levels. 11

The civics framework developed by the National Assessment Governing Board recommends the civics
assessment be organized in three main components: civic knowledge, intellectual skills, and civic
dispositions. The civic knowledge component is based upon the National Standards for Civics and
Government developed by the Center for Civic Education to form the basis of civic understanding. The
component is organized into five main questions:

• What are civic life, politics and government?
• What are the foundations of the American political system?
• How does the government established by the Constitution embody the purpose, values, and

principles of American democracy?
• What is the relationship of the United States to other nations and to world affairs?
• What are the roles of citizens in American democracy?12

School Grades

All public schools, including charter schools, which have at least 30 students with valid FCAT scores in
reading for the current and prior years and at least 30 students with valid FCAT scores in mathematics
for the current and prior years are assigned a school grade.13 Student achievement data from the
FCAT are used to establish both proficiency levels and annual progress for individual students, schools,
districts, and the state. 14

Currently, an elementary or middle school's grade is based upon a combination of:

• Student achievement scores, including achievement scores for students seeking a special diploma.

• Student learning gains as measured by annual FCAT assessments in grades 3 through 10; learning
gains for students seeking a special diploma, as measured by an alternate assessment tool, must
be included no later thanthe 2009-2010 school year.

performed on specific goals or standards rather than just telling how their performance compares to a norm group of students
nationally or locally. The FCAT is based on the Sunshine State Standards and measures student progress toward meeting these
standards. Florida Department ofEducation, FeAT Handbook: A Resource for Educators, 5 (2005), available at
http://fcat.fldoe.org/handbk/complete.pdf. .
7 Section 1008.22(3)(c), F.S.
s Rule 6A-1.09422(3)(a), F.A.C.
9 Section 1008.22(3)(c), F.S.

.10 Department ofEducation, Analysis ofHB 105, October 20, 2009.
11 http://www.fldoe.org/asp/naep/flparticipation.asp, Florida Department ofEducation, Assessment and School Performance, National
Assessment ofEducational Progress.
12 http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/civics/whatmeasure.asp
13 Section 1008.34(3)(a)1., F.S. and Rule 6A-1.09981(4), F.A.C.
14 Section 1008.34, F .S.
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• Improvement of the lowest 25th percentile of students in the school in reading, mathematics, or
writing on the FCAT, unless these students are exhibiting satisfactory performance.15

Effect of Proposed Changes

Middle School Social Studies Requirements

The bill provides that, beginning with students entering grade 6 in the 2012-2013 school year,
promotion from a school composed of grades 6, 7, and 8 requires the successful completion of a one
semester civics education course. The one-semester civics education course is included in the three
middle school social studies courses currently required for promotion.

The civics education course must include the roles and responsibilities of federal, state, and local
governments; the structures and functions of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of
government; and the meaning and significance of historic documents, such as the Articles of
Confederation, Declaration of Independence, and the Constitution of the United States.

End-of-Course Assessment

The bill provides that during the 2012-2013 school year, an end-of-course assessment in civics
education must be administered as a field test16 at the middle school level. During the 2013-2014
school year, each student's performance on the statewide, standardized end-of-course assessment in
civics education must constitute 30% of the student's final course grade. Beginning with the 2014-2015
school year, a student must earn a passing score on the end-of-course assessment in civics education
in order to pass the course and receive course credit.

School Grades

The bill includes the statewide, standardized end-of-course assessment in civics education at the
middle school level as a factor in designating a school's grade beginning in the 2013-2014 school year.

Currently, the school grading criteria for middle schools and elementary schools are the same. 17 The
addition of an end-of-course assessment to the school grading process for middle schools will require
the State Board of Education, through its existing rulemaking authority, to establish a new point scale
for grading middle schools. Combination schools in which middle school grades are taught will also be
graded on a separate scale adapted for middle school grading.

B. SECTION DIRECTORY:

Section 1: Amends s. 1003.4156, F.S., relating to general requirements for middle school promotion.

Section 2: Amends s. 1008.22, F.S., relating to student assessment program for public schools.

Section 3: Amends s. 1008.34, F.S., relating to school grading system; school report cards; and
district grade.

Section 4: Provides an effective date of July 1, 2010.

15 Section 1008.34(3)(b)1., F.S.
16 Field-test questions are newly-developed questions that are being tried out before they can be used on a future test. Field-test
questions must be tried out at least one year before they are used to decide a student's score. If the data on the field-test questions are
acceptable, then the questions may be used on an actual test and count toward a student's score.
http://www.fldoe.org/fag/default.asp?Dept=202&ID=656.
17 Section 1008.34(3), F.S.
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II. FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

A. FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE GOVERNMENT:

1. Revenues:

The bill does not appear to have a fiscal impact on state government revenues.

2. Expenditures:

See FISCAL COMMENTS section.

B. FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:

1. Revenues:

The bill does not appear to have a fiscal impact on local government revenues.

2. Expenditures:

The bill does not appear to have a fiscal impact on local government expenditures.

C. DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR:

None.

D. FISCAL COMMENTS:

DOE Comment:

To meet the requirements of this bill, the Department would be required to either
develop a new civics end-of-course assessment or purchase an existing civics end
of-course assessment. Based on previous experience, statewide end-of-course
assessments developed by the Department are more cost efficient.

The costs to develop an end-of-course assessment would be staggered across
several years. Generally, the estimated fiscal impact at the state-level for adding
one examination, in one grade and subject, administered to all students, is
approximately $1,500,000 each year once fully implemented.

Given the timeline provided in the bill, start-up activities could be phased in at a
lower cost during the 2010-2011and 2011-2012 fiscal years. The cost for computer
based field testing, to occur during the 2012-2013 fiscal year, would depend on the
actual number of students to be tested. The cost for full implementation during the
2013-2014 would also depend on the actual number of students to be tested. The
cost shown in the following chart is based on the approximate cost for the annual
ongoing administration of a statewide examination to all students in a single grade
and subject. The approximate cost assumes computer-based test administrati:~>n.18

18 Department ofEducation, Analysis ofHB 105, October 20, 2009.
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FISCAL APPROXIMATE ACTIVITIES19

YEAR COST

; 2010·2011 $350,000 Activities would include amending the
current contract, convening educators and
experts to assist in developing test and
item specifications, and other start-up
activities.

2011·2012 $500,000 Activities would include developing test
items, preparing field test forms, and
developing administration and reporting
procedures.

2012·2013 $500,000· Activities would include field-testing and
$1,000,000 analyzing the results of the civics end-of-

course assessment. Since this would be
the first year of the civics requirement, it is
assumed that the field-test sample would
be much smaller than the number of
students to be tested in subsequent years.
The actual cost would depend on the
number of students to be tested, assuming
computer-based administration.

2013·2014 $1,500,000 Activities would include both development
and administration tasks for full
implementation. The actual cost would
depend on the number of middle school
students to be tested, assuming computer-
based administration.

Ongoing $1,500,000 Projected ongoing cost for annual
computer-based administration of middle
school civics education assessment and
reporting.

Thirty (30) states include civics, citizenship education, or social studies in state assessments20

and seven of these states use end-of-course assessments21 to evaluate student performance.
Considering that statewide assessments, including end-of-course assessments, in civics, citizen
education, or social studies are available, some of the costs associated with development of test
items, the preparation of field tests, and administrative and reporting procedures may be
mitigated.

19 Id

20 Alabama, Arkansas, California, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. See htm://mb2.ecs.org/reports/Report.aspx?id=107,
Education Commission of the States, State Notes - Citizenship Education in Assessment and Accountability Systems, September
2008.
21 Georgia, Indiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Virginia. See
htm://mb2.ecs.org/reports/Report.aspx?id=107, Education Commission ofthe States, State Notes - Citizenship Education in
Assessment and Accountability Systems, September 2008. In spring 2009,Texas began administering an end-of-course assessment in
U.S. History. See htm:www.tea.state.tx.us/index3.aspx?id=3302&menu id=793, Texas Education Agency, Student Assessment
Home.
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III. COMMENTS

A. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES:

1. Applicability of Municipality/County Mandates Provision:

Not applicable. The bill does not appear to require a county or municipality to spend funds or take an
action requiring expenditures; reduce the authority that counties and municipalities had as of
February 1, 1989, to raise revenues in the aggregate; or reduce the percentage of a state tax shared
in the aggregate with counties and municipalities as of February 1, 1989.

2. Other:

None.

B. RULE-MAKING AUTHORITY:

None.

C. DRAFTING ISSUES OR OTHER COMMENTS:

None.

IV. AMENDMENTS/COUNCIL OR COMMITIEE SUBSTITUTE CHANGES

N/A

STORAGE NAME:
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COUNCIL/COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

Bill No. HB 105 (2010)

Amendment No. 01

COUNCIL/COMMITTEE ACTION

ADOPTED (Y/N)

ADOPTED AS AMENDED (Y/N)

ADOPTED W/O OBJECTION (Y/N)

FAILED TO ADOPT (Y/N)

WITHDRAWN (Y/N)

OTHER

1 Council/Committee hearing bill: PreK-12 Policy Committee

2 Representative McBurney offered the following:

3

4 Amendment (with title amendment)

5 Between lines 21-22, insert:

6 Section 2. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

7 1003.41, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

8 (1) Public K-12 educational instruction in Florida is

9 based on the "Sunshine State Standards." The State Board of

10 Education shall review the Sunshine State Standards and replace

11 them with the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards that

12 establish the core content of the curricula to be taught in this

13 state and that specify the core content knowledge and skills

14 that K-12 public school students are expected to acquire. The

15 Next Generation Sunshine State Standards must, at a minimum:

16 (a) Establish the core curricular content for language arts,

17 science, mathematics, and social studies, as follows:

18 1. Language arts standards must establish specific

19 curricular content for, at a minimum, the reading process,

Page 1 of 2
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COUNCIL/COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

Bill No. HB 105 (2010)

Amendment No. 01
20 literary analysis, the writing process, writing applications,

21communi~ation, and information and media literacy. The standards

22 must include distinct grade level expectations for the core

23 content knowledge and skills that a student is expected to have

24 acquired by each individual grade level from kindergarten

25 through grade 8. The language arts standards for grades 9

26 through 12 may be organized by grade clusters of more than one

27 grade level. The language arts standards must also identify

28 significant literary genres and authors that encompass a

29 comprehensive range of historical periods. Beginning with the

30 2011-2012 school year, the reading content shall include civics

31 education materials for all grade levels. The State Board of

32 Education shall, in accordance with the expedited schedule

33 established under subsection (2), review and replace the

34 language arts standards adopted by the state board in 2007 with

35 Next Generation Sunshine State Standards that comply with this

36 subparagraph.

37

38

39

40

41 TITLE AMENDMENT

42 Remove lines 3-4 and insert:

43 assessment; providing a short title; amending s. 1003.41, F.S.;

44 providing requirement that language arts reading content include

45 civics education materials for all grade levels; amending s.

46 1003.4156, F.S.; providing requirements for a civics

Page 2 of 2
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FLORIDA H 0 USE o F REPRESENTATIVES

HB 105 2010

1 A bill to be entitled

2 An act relating to middle school civics education

3 assessment; providing a short title; amending s.

4 1003.4156, F.S.; providing requirements for a civics

5 education course that a student must successfully complete

6 for middle grades promotion beginning with students

7 entering grade 6 in the 2012-2013 school year; amending s.

8 1008.22, F. S.; requiring the administration of an end-of-

9 course assessment in civics education as a field test at

10 the middle school level during the 2012-2013 school year;

11 providing requirements for course grade and course credit

12 for subsequent school years; amending s. 1008.34, F.S.;

13 requiring the inclusion of civics education end-of-course

14 assessment data in determining school grades beginning

15 with the 2013-2014 school year; providing an effective

16 date.

17

18 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

19

20 Section 1. This act may be cited as the "Justice Sandra

21 Day O'Connor Civics Education Act."

22 Section 2. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

23 1003.4156, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

24 1003.4156 General requirements for middle grades

25 promotion.--

26 (1) Beginning with students entering grade 6 in the 2006-

27 2007 school year, promotion from a school composed of middle

28 gr~des 6, 7, and 8 requires that:

Page 1of 14
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HB 105

H 0 USE o F REPRESENTATIVES

2010

29 (a) The student must successfully complete academic

30 courses as follows:

31 1. Three middle school or higher courses in English. These

32 courses shall emphasize literature, composition, and technical

33 text.

34 2. Three middle school or higher courses in mathematics.

35 Each middle school must offer at least one high school level

36 mathematics course for which students may earn high school

37 credit.

38 3. Three middle school or higher courses in social

39 studies, one semester of which must include the study of state

40 and federal government and civics education. Beginning with

41 students entering grade 6 in the 2012-2013 school year, one of

42 these courses must be at least a one-semester civics education

43 course that a student successfully completes in accordance with

44 s. 1008.22(3) (c) and that includes the roles and

45 responsibilities of federal, state, and local governments; the

46 structures and functions of the legislative, executive, and

47 judicial branches of government; and the meaning and

48 significance of historic documents, such as the Articles of

49 Confederation, the Declaration of Independence, and the

50 Constitution of the United States.

51 4. Three middle school or higher courses in science.

52 5. One course in career and equcation planning to be

53 completed in 7th or 8th grade. The course may be taught by any

54 member of the instructional staff; must include career

55 exploration using CHOICES for the 21st Century or a comparable

56 cost-effective program; must include educational planning using

Page 2of 14
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FLORIDA

HB 105

H 0 USE o F REPRESENTATIVES

2010

57 the online student advising system known as Florida Academic

58 Counseling and Tracking for Students at the Internet website

59 FACTS.org; and shall result in the completion of a personalized

60 academic and career plan.

61

62 Each school must hold a parent meeting either in the evening or

63 on a weekend to inform parents about the course curriculum and

64 activities. Each student shall complete an electronic personal

65 education plan that must be signed by the student; the student's

66 instructor, guidance counselor, or academic advisor; and the

67 student's parent. By January 1, 2007, the Department of

68 Education shall develop course frameworks and professional

69 development materials for the career exploration and education

70 planning course. The course may be implemented as a stand-alone

71 course or integrated into another course or courses. The

72 Commissioner of Education shall collect longitudinal high school

73 course enrollment data by student ethnicity in order to analyze

74 course-taking patterns.

75 Section 3. Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

76 1008.22, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

77 1008.22 Student assessment program for public schools.--

78 (3) STATEWIDE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM.--The commissioner shall

79 design and implement a statewide program of educational

80 assessment that provides information for the improvement of the

81 operation and management of the public schools, including

82 schools operating for the purpose of providing educational

83 services to youth in Department of Juvenile Justice programs.

84 The commissioner may enter into contracts for the continued

Page 3 of 14
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FLORIDA

HB 105
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2010

85 administration of the assessment, testing, and evaluation

86 programs authorized and funded by the Legislature. Contracts may

87 be initiated in 1 fiscal year and continue into the next and may

88 be paid from the appropriations of either or both fiscal years.

89 The commissioner is authorized to negotiate for the sale or

90 lease of tests, scoring protocols, test scoring services, and

91 related materials developed pursuant to law. Pursuant to the

92 statewide assessment program, the commissioner shall:

93 (c) Develop and implement a student achievement testing

94 program known as the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test

95 (FCAT) as part of the statewide assessment program to measure a

96 student's content knowledge and skills in reading, writing,

97 science, and mathematics. Other' content areas may be included as

98 directed by the commissioner. Comprehensive assessments of

99 reading and mathematics shall be administered annually in grades

100 3 through 10. Comprehensive assessments of writing and science

101 shall be administered at least once at the elementary, middle,

102 and high school levels. End-of-course assessments for a subject

103 may be administered in addition to the comprehensive assessments

104 required for that subject under this paragraph. An end-of-course

105 assessment must be rigorous, statewide, standardized, and

106 developed or approved by the department. The content knowledge

107 and skills assessed by comprehensive and end-of-course

108 assessments must be aligned to the core curricular content

109 established in the Sunshine State Standards. During the 2012

110 2013 school year, an end-of-course assessment in civics

111 education shall be administered as a field test at the middle

112 school level. During the 2013-2014 school year, each student's

Page 4 of 14
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113 performance on the statewide, standardized end-of-course

114 assessment in civics education shall constitute 30 percent of

115 the student's final course grade. Beginning with the 2014-2015

116 school year, a student must earn a passing score on the end-of

117 course assessment in civics education in order to pass the

118 course and receive course credit. The commissioner may select

119 one or more nationally developed comprehensive examinations,

120 which may include, but need not be limited to, examinations for

121 a College Board Advanced Placement course, International

122 Baccalaureate course, or Advanced International Certificate of

123 Education course or industry-approved examinations to earn

124 national industry certifications as defined in s. 1003.492, for

125 use as end-of-course assessments under this paragraph, if the

126 commissioner determines that the content knowledge and skills

127 assessed by the examinations meet or exceed the grade level

128 expectations for the core curricular content established for the

129 course in the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards. The

130 commissioner may collaborate with the American Diploma Project

131 in the adoption or development of rigorous end-of-course

132 assessments that are aligned to the Next Generation Sunshine

133 State Standards. The testing program must be designed as

134 follows:

135 1. The tests shall measure student skills and competencies

136 adopted by the State Board of Education as specified in

137 paragraph (a). The tests must measure and report student

138 proficiency levels of all students assessed in reading, writing,

139 mathematics, and science. The commissioner shall provide for the

140 tests to be developed or obtained, as appropriate, through'

Page 5 of 14
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141 contracts and project agreements with private vendors, public

142 vendors, public agencies, postsecondary educational

143 institutions, or school districts. The commissioner shall obtain

144 input with respect to the design and implementation of the

145 testing program from state educators, assistive technology

146 experts, and the public.

147 2. The testing program shall be composed of criterion

148 referenced tests that shall, to the extent determined by the

149 commissioner, include test items that require the student to

150 produce information or perform tasks in such a way that the core

151 content knowledge and skills he or she uses can be measured.

152 3. Beginning with the 2008-2009 school year, the

153 commissioner shall discontinue administration of the selected

154 response test items on the comprehensive assessments of writing.

155 Beginning with the 2012-2013 school year, the comprehensive

156 assessments of writing shall be composed of a combination of

157 selected-response test items, short-response performance tasks,

158 and extended-response performance tasks, which shall measure a

159 student's content knowledge of writing, including, but not

160 limited to, paragraph and sentence structure, sentence

161 construction, grammar and usage, punctuation, capitalization,

162 spelling, parts of speech, verb tense, irregular verbs, subject

163 verb agreement, and noun-pronoun agreement.

164 4. A score shall be designated for each subject area

165 tested, below which score a student's performance is deemed

166 inadequate. The school districts shall provide appropriate

167 remedial instruction to students who score below these levels.

Page 6of 14
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168 5. Except as provided in s. 1003.428 (8) (b) or s.

169 1003.43(11) (b), students must earn a passing score on the grade

170 10 assessment test described in this paragraph or attain

171 concordant scores as described in subsection (10) in reading,

172 writing, and mathematics to qualify for a standard high school

173 diploma. The State Board of Education shall designate a passing

174 score for each part of the grade 10 assessment test. In

175 establishing passing scores, the state board shall consider any

176 possible negative impact of the test on minority students. The

177 State Board of Education shall adopt rules which specify the

178 passing scores for the grade 10 FCAT. Any such rules, which have

179 the effect of raising the required passing scores, shall apply

180 only to students taking the grade 10 FCAT for the first time

181 after such rules are adopted by the State Board of Education.

182 6. Participation in the testing program is" mandatory for

183 all students attending public school, including students served

184 in Department of Juvenile Justice programs, except as otherwise

185 prescribed by the commissioner. If a student does not

186 participate in the statewide assessment, the district must

187 notify the student's parent and provide the parent with

188 information regarding the implications of such nonparticipation.

189 A parent must provide signed consent for a student to receive

190 classroom instructional accommodations that would not be

191 available or permitted on the statewide assessments and must

192 acknowledge in writing that he or she understands the

193 implications of such instructional accommodations. The State

194 Board of Education shall adopt rules, based upon recommendations

195 of the commissioner, for the provision of test accommodations
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196 for students in exceptional education programs and for students

197 who have limited English proficiency. Accommodations that negate

198 the validity of a statewide assessment are not allowable in the

199 administration of the FCAT. However, instructional

200 accommodations are allowable in the classroom if included in a

201 student's individual education plan. Students using

202 instructional accommodations in the classroom that are not

203 allowable as accommodations on the FCAT may have the FCAT

204 requirement waived pursuant to the requirements of s.

205 1003.428(8) (b) or s. 1003.43(11) (b).

206 7. A student seeking an adult high school diploma must

207 meet the same testing requirements that a regular high school

208 student must meet.

209 8. District school boards must provide instruction to

210 prepare students to demonstrate proficiency in the core

211 curricular content established in the Next Generation Sunshine

212 State Standards adopted under s. 1003.41, including the core

213 content knowledge and skills necessary for successful grade-to

214 grade progression and high school graduation. If a student is

215 provided with instructional accommodations in the classroom that

216 are not allowable as accommodations in tne statewide assessment

217 program, as described in the test manuals, the district must

218 inform the parent in writing and must provide the parent with

219 information regarding the impact on the student's ability to

220 meet expected proficiency levels in reading, writing, and

221 mathematics. The commissioner shall conduct studies as necessary

222 to verify that the required core curricular content is part of

223 the district instructional programs.
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224 9. District school boards must provide opportunities for

225 students to demonstrate an acceptable level of performance on an

226 alternative standardized assessment approved by the State Board

227 of Education following enrollment in summer academies.

228 10. The Department of Education must develop, or select,

229 and implement a common battery of assessment tools that will be

230 used in all juvenile justice programs in the state. These tools

231 must accurately measure the core curricular content established

232 in the Sunshine State Standards.

233 11. For students seeking a special diploma pursuant to s.

234 1003.438, the Department of Education must develop or select and

235 implement an alternate assessment tool that accurately measures

236 the core curricular content established in the Sunshine State

237 Standards for students with disabilities under s. 1003.438.

238 12. The Commissioner of Education shall establish

239 schedules for the administration of statewide assessments and

240 the reporting of student test results. The commissioner shall,

241 by August 1 of each year, notify each school district in writing

242 and publish on the department's Internet website the testing and

243 reporting schedules for, at a minimum, the school year following

244 the upcoming school year. The testing and reporting schedules

245 shall require that:

246 a. There is the latest possible administration of

247 statewide assessments and the earliest possible reporting to the

248 school districts of student test results which is feasible

249 within available technology and specific appropriations;

250 however, test results must be made available no later than the

251 final day of the regular school year for students.
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252 b. Beginning with the 2010-2011 school year, a

253 comprehensive statewide assessment of writing is not

254 administered earlier than the week of March 1 and a

255 comprehensive statewide assessment of any other subject is not

256 administered earlier than the week of April 15.

257 c. A statewide standardized end-of-course assessment is

258 administered within the last 2 weeks of the course.

259

260 The commissioner may, based on collaboration and input from

261 school districts, design and implement student testing programs,

262 for any grade level and subject area, necessary to effectively

263 monitor educational achievement in the state, including the

264 measurement of educational achievement of the Sunshine State

265 Standards for students with disabilities. Development and

266 refinement of assessments shall include universal design

267 principles and accessibility standards that will prevent any

268 unintended obstacles for students with disabilities while

269 ensuring the validity and reliability of the test. These

270 principles should be applicable to all technology platforms and

271 assistive devices available for the assessments. The field

272 testing process and psychometric analyses for the statewide

273 assessment program must include an appropriate percentage of

274 students with disabilities and an evaluation or determination of

275 the effect of test items on such students.

276 Section 4. Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

277 1008.34, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

278 1008.34 School grading system; school report cards;

279 district grade.--
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280

281

(3) DESIGNATION OF SCHOOL GRADES.--

(c) Student assessment data used in determining school

282 grades shall include:

283 1. The aggregate scores of all eligible students enrolled

284 in the school who have been assessed on the FCAT and, beginning

285 with the 2013-2014 school year, the statewide, standardized end

286 of-course assessment in civics education at the middle school

287 level.

288 2. The aggregate scores of all eligible students enrolled

289 in the school who have been assessed on the FCAT and who have

290 scored at or in the lowest 25th percentile of students in the

291 school in reading, mathematics, or writing, unless these

292 students are exhibiting satisfactory performance.

293 3. Effective with the 2005-2006 school year, the
I

294 achievement scores and learning gains of eligible students

295 attending alternative schools that provide dropout prevention

296 and academic intervention services pursuant to s. 1003.53. The

297 term "eligible students" in this subparagraph does not include

298 students attending an alternative school who are subject to

299 district school board policies for expulsion for repeated or

300 serious offenses, who are in dropout retrieval programs serving

301 students who have officially been designated as dropouts, or who

302 are in programs operated or contracted by the Department of

303 Juvenile Justice. The student performance data for eligible

304 students identified in this subparagraph shall be included in

305 the calculation of the home school's grade. As used in this

306 section and s. 1008.341, the term "home school" means the school

307 to which the student would be assigned if the student were not
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308 assigned to an alternative school. If an alternative school

309 chooses to be graded under this section, student performance

310 data for eligible students identified in this subparagraph shall

311 not be included in the home school's grade but shall be included

312 only in the calculation of the alternative school's grade. A

313 school district that fails to assign the FCAT scores of each of

314 its students to his or her home school or to the alternative

315 school that receives a grade shall forfeit Florida School

316 Recognition Program funds for 1 fiscal year. S~hool districts

317 must require collaboration between the home school and the

318 alternative school in order to promote student success. This

319 collaboration must include an annual discussion between the

320 principal of the alternative school and the principal of each

321 student's home school concerning the most appropriate school

322 assignment of the student.

323 4. Beginning with the 2009-2010 school year for schools

324 comprised of high' school grades 9, 10, 11, and 12, or grades 10,

325 11, and 12, the data listed in subparagraphs 1.-3. and the

326 following data as the Department of Education determines such

327 data are valid and available:

328 a. The high school graduation rate of the school as

329 calculated by the Department of Education;

330 b. The participation rate of all eligible students

331 enrolled in the school and enrolled in College Board Advanced

332 Placement courses; International Baccalaureate courses; dual

333 enrollment courses; Advanced International Certificate of

334 Education courses; and courses or sequence of courses leading to

335 industry certification, as determined by the Agency for
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336 Workforce Innovation under s. 1003.492(2) in a career and

337 professional academy, as described in s. 1003.493;

338 c. The aggregate scores of all eligible students enrolled

339 in the school in College Board Advanced Placement courses,

340 International Baccalaureate courses, and Advanced International

341 Certificate of Education courses;

342 d. Earning of college credit by all eligible students

343 enrolled in the school in dual enrollment programs under s.

344 1007.271;

345 e. Earning of an industry certification, as determined by

346 the Agency for Workforce Innovation under s. 1003.492(2) in a

347 career and professional academy, as described in s. 1003.493;

348 f. The aggregate scores of all eligible students enrolled

349 in the school in reading, mathematics, and other subjects as

350 measured by the SAT, the ACT, and the common placement test for

351 postsecondary readiness;

352 g. The high school graduation rate of all eligible at-risk

353 students enrolled in the school who scored at Level 2 or lower

354 on the grade 8 FCAT Reading and Mathematics examinations;

355 h. The performance of the school's students on statewide

356 standardized end-of-course assessments administered under s.

357 1008.22; and

358 i. The growth or decline in the data components listed in

359 sub-subparagraphs a.-h. from year to year.

360

361 The State Board of Education shall adopt appropriate criteria

362 for each school grade. The criteria must also give added weight

363 to student achievement in reading. Schools designated with a
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364 grade of "C," making satisfactory progress, shall be required to

365 demonstrate that adequate progress has been made by students in

366 the school who are in the lowest 25th percentile in reading,

367 mathematics, or writing on the FCAT, unless these students are

368 exhibiting satisfactory performance. Beginning with the 2009

369 2010 school year for schools comprised of high school grades 9,

370 10, 11, and 12, or grades 10, 11, and 12, the criteria for

371 school grades must also give added weight to the graduation rate

372 of all eligible at-risk students, as defined in this paragraph.

373 Beginning in the 2009-2010 school year, in order for a high

374 school to be designated as having a grade of "A," making

375 excellent progress, the school must demonstrate that at-risk

376 students, as defined in this paragraph, in the school are making

377 adequate progress.

378 Section 5. This act shall take effect July 1, 2010.
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We Know How to Make Every High School More Successful

The report you are about to read opens with a startling fact: Each school day, nearly 3,000 students
in the 16-state Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) region abandon their quest for a high
school diploma. Most of these young men and women will enter the work force at the lowest levels,
unprepared to support themselves or their families adequately, less likely to make positive contribu
tions to their communities, and poorly positioned to help our region continue to make progress in
a highly competitive global economy.

Each time we allow a struggling or disengaged student to walk away from high school, we put the
prosperity of our states and communities at greater risk. And if the fate ofeach single dropout isn't
enough to call our states to action, our collective failure each year to prepare a half-million new
graduates for life beyond high school should be.

How can our state policies take the next historic step to improve high schools - and finally ad
dress the graduation-rate problem as powerfully as we should? Government, education and civic
leaders in our region must insist on two outcomes for all high schools: improved student achieve
ment across the board, and significant and continuous increases in graduation rates. This was the
finding of a special SREB committee led by Governor Sonny Perdue of Georgia that helped address
the issues.

Across the SREB region and the nation, educators in some high-poverty schools are demonstrating
that high student achievement and graduation rates are possible. Some of our more advantaged
schools are moving from good to great, modeling how rigorous and relevant instruction, strengthened
even more by strong professional relationships between educators and students, can maximize the
potential of every student.

We know how to improve high schools. That's not the problem. But we also need the political
courage to link what we know about successful schools to transformative policies that leave no doubt
whether student achievement and better graduation rates are major priorities in every SREB state.

Backed by two decades of research and direct service to many hundreds ofschools in the SREB
High Schools That WOrk program, these concepts should guide the development ofeffective high
school reform policies:

• High schools need more ambitious targets for improvinggraduation rates. Teachers, principals and
central office staff need goals that require them to abandon status-quo thinking about acceptable
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status-quo thinking about

acceptable dropout levels.

dropout levels. Current state goals under the No Child Left BehindAct allow schools to improve
graduation rates as little as one-tenth of a percent each year. This is far from good enough.

• Don't treat every school the same. States should challenge educators to increase graduation rates
based on a school's unique data and circumstances. The policy objective should be to push
educators to improve graduation rates without creating despair over the impossibility of the
task before them. Improvement is possible - and even likely, given the right tools and direction.

• Districts and states need to use many indicators ofprogress toward higher achievement. Don't be
satisfied with small gains on low-level standardized tests. Stress a broader range of indicators
like Advanced Placement results, International Baccalaureate completions, college readiness,
students earning industry certifications, and college enrollment and graduation rates. Measure
what matters.

• Recognize districts, schools and teachers who make realprogress. Investigate and learn
why. Spread best practices and encourage improvement. Our current accountability
systems do a good job of telling schools when they fail, but in most cases, educators
in these schools already know their situation. Instead, provide a vision and models
of change to help schools and districts accomplish challenging goals.

• Draw a distinction between "lack ofcapacity" and "lack ofwill" - and address both in
designingpolicy strategies for improvement. Some educators know how they need to
improve but lack the will to change. They need to be motivated and held account
able for improvement. Other educators simply need more knowledge and skills

about effective teaching and learning. They may be wedded to outdated stereotypes
about instruction and student potential. These schools need school leaders who
understand how schools can improve, and they need the professional development
and other types ofsupport necessary to improve.

• W7e know that every student will not earn afour-year college degree, but more students needgreater
opportunities. We cannot identify which students will ultimately achieve academic success once
all the components ofa first-class high school education are in place. This is one of many reasons
why we need to challenge every student to prepare for the highest levels of education possible.
We do that by creating multiple paths to college and careers that keep academic and upper-level
job options open. We should establish a high threshold that we expect most high school gradu
ates to achieve, while recognizing the need for an even higher threshold for some. Educators
must challenge themselves to take each student as far as possible - and educators must have the
support and tools they need.

• lmist on rigorous, relevant and engaging instruction. Studies stress the importance of keeping
today's adolescents engaged in learning through instruction that is rigorous and relevant to them
and their future. For many students, this means programs that involve their hands and minds 
courses that require students to solve difficult problems and pursue solutions to dilemmas in
the workplace and the world around them. Ironically, the high school programs with the most

potential to meet this need - career/technical (CT) courses - are often the most ignored by
policy-makers. Weak state policies that fail to set intellectually rigorous standards for CT
programs are severely retarding their potential to help more students enter and succeed in
college and career training. Done right, CT programs not only can engage students at risk of
dropping out but can inspire all students to tackle and master more challenging courses.
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Our best CT programs today blend high-interest technical studies with engaging
academics. We need to examine these successful models and create the policies and
supports that will bring them to scale in all of our high schools.

The SREB region has more than its share of high schools identified by Johns Hopkins
University researchers as "dropout factories." And the lack of uniformity in the way states

and districts define and count "dropouts" suggests that many more high schools have
actual non-completion rates in the 40 percent range and above. While some states and

school districts are facing up to the hard truth about their dropout rates, many others
continue to playa numbers game - so fearful of negative publicity that they are unable
to rally the community will to makes changes for the better.

Some schools and districts are returning to discredited practices from the past, re
establishing low-level vocational tracks in the hope that a few more potential drop
outs will stay the course. If SREB states are to sustain the educational and economic
progress we have made in recent decades, we must find ways both to graduate many
more students but also help them meet high standards of achievement.

The next generation of school accountability needs to require more from our students,
educators and schools - but also from state leaders who can enable positive change and
monitor results. Currently, most SREB states are under-producing college graduates
compared with the nation. Without more students graduating from high school-
and then completing two- and four-year degrees and advanced career training - our
nation's economic future is at risk and the South's quality of life will dwindle. Our
states' education policies will set the course,

One significant challenge policy-makers face as they step up: While the public is concerned about
high school achievement and graduation rates, some people are unconvinced that educators and
political leaders have real answers. We need to do a better job ofshowing the public what is working
and why. We should push back on media messages that create a sense of hopelessness about high
school reform. We need to showcase our most effective schools and the policy strategies that decision
makers are implementing to bring all schools to high levels of performance.

Finally, the racial demographics of the SREB region are changing rapidly. Within the working life

of today's high school students, people of color will come to represent nearly 50 percent of the
population in the SREB region. Students of color continue - disproportionately - to have the
lowest high school graduation rates, the weakest college enrollment and degree-completion rates,
and the lowest average lifetime incomes.

We don't need a demographer to show us the urgency for high school reform. We know what to do.
We need the right state policies and leadership to get it done. The 10 principles presented in this
report provide a blueprint for just that.

Dave Spence
President
Southern Regional Education Board
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Nearly 7,000 students drop out of the nation's public high schools each school day, and 3,000
of them are in the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) states. Altogether, an estimated
1.3 million teenagers in the United States abandon high school each year without earning a diploma.
In 1,700 of the nation's high schools, less than 60 percent of students even make it to their senior
year on time. The National Center for Education Statistics reports that 27 percent ofAmerica's Class
of2006 failed to graduate with their peers.

The future is bright for students who do persist and earn a high school diploma: High school
graduates' capability to enter and succeed in a job is stronger, and their earnings and employment
rates are much higher than for those who drop out. Yet national research shows that many high
school graduates are not well-prepared to continue their studies because they lack the reading,
writing, and math knowledge and skills for success in college courses or career training. Unless
public high schools change dramatically, "too few graduate and too few are ready for the next
step" will be the national storyline in education for years to come.

The National Center

for Education Statistics

reports that 27 percent

of America's graduating

class of 2006 failed to

graduate with their peers.

Moving more students successfully into postsecondary education and career training
will not happen without improving both school practices and state policies. These
goals cannot be met by high schools alone. SREB states need to enable public schools
to identify and help struggling students earlier in their education. Some schools already
do this, but SREB state leaders know that every school needs better tools and practices
to help more students succeed. The region's public schools need better policies, guid
ance and resources to raise achievement and to accelerate progress in graduating
more students who are prepared for success after high school.

SREB states could raise high school graduation rates simply by weakening current
graduation requirements that often stress only low-level academic skills and separate,
old-style vocational education tracks - but they must resist this temptation. It would
leave far too many students unprepared for high school graduation, postsecondary
studies, career training and work. This is an option SREB states cannot afford.
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Instead, states should set incentives to motivate educators to deliver more challenging academic work
that connects classroom learning to students' lives and futures. SREB research shows that such inno

vations can foster greater student success in school and will help many schools substantially raise both
graduation rates and student achievement.

In fall 2007, SREB convened a distinguished panel of state leaders led by Governor Sonny Perdue of
Georgia to consider how to accomplish these goals. The SREB Committee to Improve High School
Graduation Rates and Achievement met in 2007 and 2008. Later, SREB worked directly with several

members of the Committee to recommend specific strategies that states and their public schools
could use to help more students succeed.

This report outlines 10 principles to guide the next generation of school accountability in SREB
states - giving equal priority to improving both graduation rates and achievement. Most states'
current school accountability laws and programs do not emphasize improving graduation rates. In
fact, by simply establishing and raising test-score requirements for graduation, states sometimes
inadvertently discourage high schools from retaining low-performing students because they may
lower overall test scores. This needs to change immediately.
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SREB and prominent leaders from its member states agree that most states need major improve
ments in both graduation rates and achievement in high schools. Why is this dual focus so crucial?

States' Current Focus is on Minimum Achievement Levels, Not Graduation

Until changes in federal No Child Left BehindAct regulations in late 2008 - to take effect in 2011
- states had little reason to hold schools accountable for significantly improving graduation rates.
Thus, most states have focused almost solely on requiring schools to meet Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP) test-score goals as required by the law. Unfortunately, as states have pushed schools to raise
achievement to minimum levels, instruction in some schools has overdosed on boring, drill-oriented
teaching and test preparation. National research indicates that failure to provide the curriculum and
learning experiences that engage students in challenging and meaningful learning leads to high
dropout rates.

Failure to provide the

curriculum and learning

experiences that engage

students in challenging and

meaningful learning only

leads to even higher

dropout rates.

This is one major reason why ninth-grade failure rates are high in most states. Too

many schools ignore struggling students in hope of raising test scores as more of them
drop out. States must change this trend and work to help high schools graduate more
students who are prepared for a next step - college, career training, employment, the
military or other options.

While SREB states are making some progress in raising high school performance and
graduation rates, achievement is not improving fast enough and graduation rates re
main too low. In 2006, the median graduation ratel for SREB states was 72 percent,

compared with 73 percent for the nation. Average graduation rates ranged from 60 per
cent to 80 percent across SREB states. (For a thorough analysis of high school gradua
tion rates and student achievement trends, see SREB's 2009 report Gaining Ground on
High School Graduation Rates in SREB States: Milestones and Guideposts).

1 National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) averaged freshman graduation rate.
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The Problem Starts Early: Many Students Enter High School Unprepared

Too many eighth-graders in SREB states are unprepared to succeed in challenging high school
courses. On the 2007 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 29 percent ofeighth
graders in SREB states scored below the Basic level in reading, and 33 percent were below the Basic
level in mathematics. These students will have extreme difficulty succeeding in high school.

Plus, a large portion of the 45 percent of the region's eighth-graders who scored at NAEP's Basic level

in reading and the 41 percent who did so in math also will struggle with high school studies unless
they receive special help. Simply put, fewer than halfof the region's eighth-graders are academically
prepared to enter ninth grade and succeed in college-preparatory high school courses. Clearly, state
leaders and educators need to seek new directions for improving students' transition into high school.

Helping students build stronger literacy skills is one key to helping them reach higher levels
oflearning in all subjects. The SREB Committee to Improve Reading and Writing in Mid
dle and High Schools noted in its 2009 report, A Critical Mission: MakingAdolescent Read
ing an Immediate Priority in SREB States, that reading instruction often stops after the
elementary grades. The report shows that eighth-grade NAEP reading scores are stagnant
in many states and that students need more intensive reading instruction throughout the
middle grades and high school. It urges states to identifY the specific reading skills students
need in key middle grades and high school subjects, add those skills to the curricula, provide
teachers with better training in literacy instruction, and give struggling students the extra
help they need to catch up.

Math also needs attention. The National Mathematics Advisory Panel's 2008 report
indicates that states are making only modest improvements in math achievement in
the middle grades. Before middle grades students can succeed in pre-algebra or algebra,
they need to have a deep understanding of arithmetic, positive and negative numbers,
fractions and decimals. More eighth-graders need to master these concepts, so that
more high school students can complete Algebra II - a proven gateway to college success.
Research shows that students who complete Algebra II in high school are more than

twice as likely to graduate from college as students who do not.

Alandmark SREB report

calls for the improvement of

reading instruction in the

middle grades and high school

to become the top priority in

public education.

The pathway to failure is well-defined: Students who enter high school with poor reading
and math skills are more likely to struggle and not stay in school long enough to take higher
level courses or state graduation exams. States need to help improve students' reading and math
skills if they expect to raise graduation rates.
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Many High School Graduates Are Unprepared for College and Work

Even with a high school diploma or GED certificate in hand, too many students are not ready for
college. Only 67 percent of the nation's Class of2009 met ACT Inc.'s college-readiness benchmark in
English, 53 percent in reading, and 42 percent in math. At a minimum, two-thirds of these students
are not ready for college-level work in at least one of these areas.2 Such low levels ofcollege readiness

fuel a huge demand for college-level remedial studies.

The Conference Board's Workforce Readiness Report Card indicates far too many new high school
graduates also are inadequately prepared to succeed in the workplace. It shows that many graduates
lack the reading comprehension, writing and math skills required for success in entry-level jobs
that lead to career advancement opportunities. According to a 2005 National Association of Manu
facturers' report, many employees have inadequate problem-solving skills and lack basic employability
traits such as consistent attendance, timeliness and a strong work ethic. Fifty-one percent of manu
facturers reported that many employees were deficient in math and science skills, and 38 percent
pinpointed employee deficiencies in reading and comprehension.

Dropouts Are Costly to SREB States

SREB states have more than half of the nation's "dropout factories" - high schools in which no
more than 60 percent of freshmen make it to their senior year, as determined by Johns Hopkins
University researchers. While many of these schools are in large cities, Education ~ek reported in
2004 that "in the South, unlike other parts of the country, the 'dropout factories' also tended to be

in rural areas and to enroll more white students."

Dropouts from the high school

Class of 2008 alone will cost

SREB states more than

$140 billion in lost wages over

the course of their lifetimes.

Graduating more students from high school not only makes sense for those students
whose future is at stake - it makes economic sense. Dropouts from the high school
Class of 2008 alone will cost SREB states more than $140 billion in lost wages over
the course of their lifetimes. And many dropouts face a lifetime of limited opportu
nities and lower earnings: The U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics shows that the 2008
median weekly earnings of non-high school graduates was $426, compared with
$591 for high school graduates. Moreover, the unemployment rate in 2008 for non
high school graduates was 9 percent, compared with 5.7 percent for high school
graduates.

The Alliance for Excellent Education reports that higher levels of education also can save states
money in health care costs and reduced crime. High school graduates are healthier and have lower
medical costs than high school dropouts, and they are far less likely to go to prison.

2 ACT special analysis of Class of2009 provided to SREB: 34.1 percent of the students met the ACT benchmarks in

English, reading and mathematics.
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Increasingly, the purpose of high school is not only to graduate students, but to prepare them for
responsible citizenship and their next step - a bachelor's or associate's degree, transfer study, a

career/technical degree or certificate, a career program, employment or the military.

Defining College and Career Readiness

The depth and level of math, reading and writing knowledge, and analytical skills that high school
students need vary according to the options they choose after they graduate. However, the SREB
Committee to Improve High School Graduation Rates and Achievement agreed there is a threshold
level of knowledge and skills in reading, writing and math that all high school graduates must reach.
This includes the ability to:

• read, comprehend and apply complex written materials for continued learning and success in a
job.

• use math to solve multi-step problems, estimate, plan and set priorities, and read and understand
numerically based information.

• acquire and apply academic and technical knowledge and skills in both education and work
settings in order to complete assignments and tasks and solve problems.

• communicate orally and in writing to a variety of audiences.

• demonstrate the skills and habits of responsible students and citizens.

Being college-ready means a high school graduate has the reading, writing and math knowledge and
skills to qualify for and succeed in entry-level, credit-bearing, college-degree courses without the need
for remedial classes. Similarly, being career-ready - ready to enter and advance in a job or succeed
in training for a good job - means that high school graduates can read, comprehend, interpret and
analyze complex technical materials, can use mathematics to solve problems in the workplace, and
can pass a state-approved industry certification or licensure exam in their field.

Some education policy groups assert that the readiness thresholds for all post-high school options
are the same. But to date research has identified only the basic skills that students need in order
to begin bachelor's and associate's degree programs - and that yardstick often has been set too
low to ensure a high probability ofstudent success in first-year college work. In fact, low college
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graduation rates confirm that readiness standards are set too low in states that have them. Future
studies may show that reading, writing and math skill levels need to be set even higher than they
currently are in most states for students who are headed for a two- or four-year degree.

Other postsecondary options present a very different picture. Research provides little guidance about
the needed readiness levels in reading, writing and math for success in postsecondary technical
certificate and diploma programs, military training and work. Education leaders and policy-makers
need more empirical and specific research to guide decisions about setting readiness levels for these
options. Further research may conclude that one set of reading, writing and math standards can
apply to all options. Much more likely, however - especially if research shows that two- and four
year degree-readiness standards need to be raised - the reading, writing and math skills needed for
postsecondary certificates and programs for advanced training will differ some in kind and level.

Defining Graduation in New Ways

The high school curriculum needs to prepare each student for one or more next steps after high
school. For some students, graduation will mean completing a classic, college-preparatory course of
study; for others, it will mean completing a program of study that joins solid academic studies with
career/technical courses. Both paths should enable students to acquire the knowledge and skills
in reading, writing and mathematics - and the habits required to succeed beyond high school.
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The next generation ofschool accountability in SREB states should ensure that more students gradu
ate from high school and that more of them graduate ready for one or more next steps in education
and for productive citizenship. SREB recommends that new state school accountability systems
include these 10 key principles:

1. Give equal weight to graduation and achievement in determining school performance.

2. Set ambitious goals for improving graduation rates.

3. Set high school achievement goals beyond minimum competency and hold schools
accountable for significant annual improvement in the percentages of students who meet
them.

4. Stress improvement, provide rewards and assistance for districts and schools to make
expected progress, and focus sanctions on districts and schools that fail to improve even
after receiving state assistance.

5. Strengthen middle grades students' transition into high school and reduce ninth-grade
failure rates.

6. Recognize that one path to graduation does not fit all students.

7. Broaden the definition of academic rigor to include careerltechnical programs of study
that join a "ready' academic core with a coherent sequence of quality CT courses.

8. Bring dropouts back into the education system.

9. Target schools with the lowest achievement levels and graduation rates for major
improvements.

10. Make better use of the senior year to prepare students for graduation and give students
a jump-start on college and careers.
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Principle 1
Give equal weight to graduation and achievement in determining school performance.

The next generation of accountability rules in SREB states should give equal attention to improving
both high school graduation rates and student achievement. Progress in either area should not com
pensate for deficiencies in the other.

A new accountability system should remedy most states' current lack of emphasis on improving
high school graduation rates. Graduation should be a parallel goal to higher achievement, not a
secondary goal. States, districts and schools must have a plan to help more students achieve at
levels required for graduation and to graduate better prepared to begin college or career training.

Principle 2
Set ambitious goals for improving graduation rates.

Ambitious goals for improving graduation rates should be the foundation of the next generation of
school accountability in SREB states. The new rules should prevent the unintended consequences
of many states' current school accountability systems, putting an end to low-level goals for achieve
ment and graduation rates.

States should set ambitious - but realistic - graduation rate goals for the state, school districts and
schools. Too many states currently set only modest goals for improving graduation rates. Even with
the 2009 changes in federal regulations, states can set their own graduation rate goals and targets for
improvement. States need to set higher goals for student achievement and graduation, rather than
low benchmarks designed to minimize negative sanctions against schools.,

SREB states should set a goal of having an average statewide graduation rate of 90 percent,
require districts and schools to set annual and long-range targets toward the goal, and approve
these annual incremental targets for each high school provided the goal represents significant
improvement. While all high schools should have the same goal for graduation rates and achieve
ment, schools will start at different levels and arrive at the goal at different times. The system should
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States should approve both graduation rate and achievement targets for high schools that
reflect continual and substantial progress from the prior year and toward the state's goal of
90 percent, and they should report outcomes publicly. In approving schools' annual and
long-range goals, the state should consider:

• the current graduation rate and levels of student achievement in each school.

• the relative difficulty of making improvements, recognizing that a smaller absolute
increase in high-performing schools may be as challenging as larger gains in low
performing schools.

• the similar levels of effort required to meet each school's challenges, while varying the goals and
expected rate of improvement.

recognize these differences. Schools that meet or exceed the statewide goal should be given
special recognition, while others can be recognized for exceptional gains in graduation
rates and achievement.

Progress should be rewarded. A school that increases its graduation rate from 50 percent
to 60 percent over three years needs to be recognized and rewarded similarly to a school
that raises its rate from 85 percent to 90 percent. This type ofsystem would recognize
schools and school districts for developing and successfully implementing strategic plans
for improving both graduation rates and student achievement.

• the adequacies of the proposed interventions and changes in school and classroom practices for
achieving the goals.

High schools with exceedingly low graduation rates will need mandates, incentives and capacity
building assistance from the state to make progress toward the graduation rate goal.

Principle 3
Set high school achievement goals beyond minimum competency and hold schools
accountable for significant annual improvement in the percentages of students who
meet them.

States should publicly recognize improvements in student achievement in schools that have helped
more students achieve beyond the minimum levels required for graduation, increasing the percentage
ofstudents who meet college- and career-readiness standards. To be ready for college and careers,
students need to achieve at levels higher than the minimum achievement levels required by most
states for high school graduation. Today, most high school graduates need to be prepared for some

type of postsecondary education and training to have good career opportunities.

States should recognize schools when a higher percentage ofstud.ents reach achievement levels
that signal college and career readiness, through Advanced Placement courses as well as improved
career/technical studies that lead to employer certifications and advanced training.
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While SREB states continue to raise high school graduation requirements, states need to be clearer
about the level of knowledge and skills students need - particularly in reading, writing and math 
to graduate from high school; to pursue a bachelor's degree, an associate's degree or career training; or
to pass an employer certification exam. The SREB Committee agreed that there is a threshold level
ofknowledge and skills required in reading, writing and math to graduate from high school, and
higher thresholds necessary for success after high school.

Less research exists on the readiness levels required to pass an employer certification exam for a high
demand, high-wage technical field and to succeed in postsecondary technical certificate and diploma
programs than on readiness levels for two- and four-year degree programs. Further study, however,
may disprove that one set of readiness standards for all types of postsecondary study and career train
ing may be justified, particularly in light of the view of many that most college-readiness standards
are too low.

Regardless, states should broaden the range of achievement indicators for high school beyond
minimum proficiency to include both college-readiness indicators and career-readiness indicators,

including the percentages ofhigh school students:

• academically ready to begin college, based on the state's definition of college and career
readiness.

• ready to begin work, as judged by industry certification or other measures of career preparedness,
such as completing a coherent sequence of career/technical courses or meeting readiness stan
dards for acceptance into postsecondary study or training, in addition to a standard high school
diploma.

• succeeding in academically challenging course work such as Advanced Placement courses
and International Baccalaureate programs.

• passing exams in reading and math at levels that demonstrate readiness for high school
graduation and for continued education and career training.

• meeting ACT or SAT college-readiness benchmarks.

• meeting eligibility requirements for merit scholarships at the state's two- and four-year
institutions.

• earning postsecondary education and training credit early through dual credit or joint enrollment
programs in academic and career fields.
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Principle 4
Stress improvement, provide rewards and assistance for districts and schools to make
expected progress, and focus sanctions on districts and schools that fail to improve even
after receiving state assistance.

The next generation ofschool accountability should ensure public understanding ofstates' goals for
improving high school achievement and graduation rates and of how schools' progress toward the

goals is measured. Year-to-year changes in the percentages of students meeting each goal should be
the basis for measuring improvement.

School accountability should emphasize improvement, using funding incentives, awards and special
recognition to acknowledge schools that make significant progress in raising achievement and gradua
tion rates for all groups of students. Such recognition should be accompanied by documentation of
the changes made in school and classroom practices that contributed to the improvements.

States should focus sanctions on schools and districts in which low performance in both categories
persists - and only in schools where school leaders and teachers show little evidence of having
implemented effective improvement strategies after extensive assistance from the district and state.

In creating a system of incentives, states need to recognize that high schools face different challenges
serving students who enter high school with varied educational backgrounds and levels of prepara
tion. Adequate support for at-risk students may require more resources. States must provide technical
assistance, coaching and professional development to build educators' capacity to improve school and
classroom practices and to build support among students, parents, teachers and administrators.

The accountability system also should establish an ambitious but realistic timeframe in which to
expect improvements in achievement and graduation rates before sanctions are applied. The account
ability system should drive the transformation of low-performing schools.

In addition, states should make accountability rules clearer and simpler so that educators will know
the exact performance levels the state expects. Overall, high school graduation and achievement
should be measured as the percentages of students in each class who graduate and the percentages
who graduate ready for college and careers.
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To accurately measure high school graduation rates, all states are required by 2011 to adopt the four
year Adjusted Cohon Graduation Rate, defined by the U.S. Department of Education as the official
state dropout rate. This rate measures the percentage of entering, first-time ninth-graders who gradu
ate four years later with a regular diploma, adjusted for transfer smdents. But to accurately measure
such a rate will require states to develop longimdinal smdent-data systems that can track students from
ninth grade through high school, which most SREB states currently are developing.

School accountability policies and systems alone are inadequate to build the public's confidence that
states have a plan to enable schools to improve both graduation rates and achievement. The challenge
is unprecedented and requires a comprehensive and focused set of state and local initiatives to:

• prepare students for success in the ninth grade and high school.

• help students and parents plan a program ofstudy for high school that leads to a specific future
goal.

• make a successful transition from high school to college, training and work.

• make success in high school, rather than failure, the option for more students.

• develop the capacity of low-performing schools to improve student learning substantially.
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Principle 5
Strengthen middle grades students' transition into high school and reduce ninth-grade
failure rates.

Too many students enter the ninth grade unprepared for high school, leading to high
ninth-grade failure rates - and many students never recover. If states are to hold high
schools more accountable for raising achievement and graduation rates, state policies
should call for middle grades schools to improve students' readiness for ninth grade
and to address the academic and behavioral factors that can lead to failure. Ninth-grade
enrollment in 2006 was 14 percent higher than eighth-grade enrollment the previous year
in the SREB median states, indicating high student-failure rates. Students who are held
back a grade are more likely to drop out than students who are not, based on findings
from the California Dropout Research Project. Students fail the ninth grade when they
do not pass one or more courses and earn enough credits to advance to the next grade.

State accountability policies also need to recognize the readiness levels of incoming high
school students and credit high schools for helping more students succeed. The next
generation ofaccountability rules should recognize the percentages ofstudents who:

• enter ninth grade ready to succeed in high school courses.

• earn enough credit as first-time freshmen to be classified as sophomores the next year.

• earn enough credits as sophomores to be classified as juniors the following year.

State policies should

call for middle grades

schools to improve

students' readiness

for ninth grade.
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States can help to improve students' readiness for high school and success in school accountability

programs by:

• developing statewide ninth-grade readiness standards in reading and mathematics that indicate
the performance levels students need for success in challenging high school courses.

• revising the eighth-grade assessment to measure students' readiness for ninth grade and use the
results to identify students who need extra help to succeed in grade nine.

• providing information and professional development to middle grades schools on how to adjust
their curricula and instruction to reduce annually the number ofstudents unprepared for high
school.

The accountability system should require middle grades schools to increase the percentage ofstudents
meeting these standards annually and reward schools that make progress among all student groups.
A recent SREB report, Keeping Middle Grades Students on the Path to Success in High SchooL' Increasing
Engagement andAchievement in SREB States, outlines many policies and programs to ensure that
middle grades students are engaged in school and excited about learning.

States should require districts and schools to identify early in the middle grades the students who are
at risk of being unprepared for high school, and provide them with accelerated grade-level instruction
and support in reading and math before the ninth grade. Johns Hopkins University researchers have
found that most sixth-grade students with at least one of the following characteristics will not gradu

ate from high school without intensive help:

• failed a sixth-grade English or math course.

• missed 36 or more days of school.

• had an "unsatisfactory" behavior mark in at least one class.

SREB states should help prepare teachers and school leaders to embed reading skills and engaging
literacy practices into each middle grades subject - not just in English/language arts - through
teacher preparation, certification/licensure and professional development. Middle grades students
need direct, explicit instruction in how to read, learn and analyze information in the core academic
areas - to transition from learning to read to reading to learn.
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The 2008 SREB/High Schools That WOrk report Redesigning the Ninth-Grade Experience: Reduce
Failure, Improve Achievement and Increase High School Graduation Rates shows how schools can change
the ninth grade to improve student achievement and help raise graduation rates. States need to make
the redesign ofninth grade a statewide educational priority so that students who are behind can catch
up, particularly in reading and math. Students' ninth-grade experiences can determine whether they

will thrive in high school and prepare for college and careers. The following school practices foster
those experiences and should be incorporated into state policy:

• Assign experienced and effective teachers to grade nine and keep the student-teacher ratio at or
below the ratio in other grades.

• Use proven instructional strategies to engage students in learning.

• Allow flexible scheduling to provide the intensive support many students need to succeed.

• Teach study skills and other habits of success.

• Design careerltechnical courses that require students to use reading and math skills to complete
authentic projects.

Also, beginning in eighth grade, students need individual graduation plans that can be tailored with
parental involvement and support to the specific interests, skills and aspirations ofeach student. States
can assist schools in providing students in the middle grades and early in high school with experiences
to help them connect school to future educational and career opportunities. Each student's individual

graduation plan should be reviewed annually by the student, parents and the school and revised annu
ally as needed.

Principle 6
Recognize that one path to graduation does not fit all students.

States' school accountability programs should recognize a range of paths to high school
graduation, all ofwhich would have high standards and lead students to a standard or
higher-level diploma. Accountability programs should assign values to each gradua
tion path and reward schools for keeping struggling students in school, on track to
graduate, and ready for one or more options in postsecondary education and career
training.

The next generation ofschool accountability also should recognize that some students
earn a high school diploma outside the traditional setting, schedule and time. Gradua
tion rates should include students who:

• graduate in four years or less with a standard or higher-level high school diploma.

• graduate in more than four years with a standard or higher-level high school
diploma.

• earn a standard diploma through adult education.

• return after dropping out to earn a standard diploma.

• meet diploma requirements early and enter college.

• earn a GED credential coupled with a state-approved industry certification or credential.
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State policies need to recognize that students have varying interests, talents, learning styles and
circumstances. Students must have access to a range ofopportunities and instruction to finish high
school and be prepared for further education and work.

State accountability systems should recognize students who need extended time to earn a diploma.
A more flexible and comprehensive approach to tracking high school completion - one with
quality controls and widely understood by the public - would benefit SREB states. Most students
can complete graduation requirements within four years at a regular high school. But some take five
years, and others need to complete credits online as they work and care for their families. Those who
drop out might return later to finish. Some might graduate in adult education programs in their late
teens or early twenties. Whatever the path, all should be counted. Over time, at least 90 percent of
all students who enter high school should graduate.

State accountability systems should require and support district-level, second-chance programs to
help students who do not graduate from a traditional high school to earn a diploma, or to earn a
GED credential and state-approved certification. While states may elect to give less credit to districts
and schools that graduate students in the GED credential/employer certification option, the intent
is to encourage schools to provide another opportunity for students who will not earn a traditional
diploma. Such an option should be acceptable in the state and nation's definition of a high school
graduate. This may involve different ways of delivering education to students and setting a different
pace for their learning, including early-college schools; full-time, choice technical high schools;3
and small academies within or separate from existing schools.

3 An early-college school offers a blend of high school and college courses that support the completion of high school

graduation requirements and two years of college during a program offive years or less. A full-time, choice technical

high school is a school that combines a "ready" academic core with in-depth career/technical studies. Students can

choose to attend this school at the end of grade eight or grade 10.
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States also should assist districts and schools in developing credit-recovery opportunities through
Web-based, online and traditional classroom instruction to help students who have failed a course
to graduate on time. Credit recovery allows students to retake a course during the year and complete
it when they can demonstrate proficiency. This strategy can help more students stay on track toward
graduation.

In addition, states should require all school districts and high schools to provide alternative paths to
graduation for students who drop out for personal and educational reasons. These young people
should have the option ofattending high-quality and convenient adult education classes that lead
to a standard high school diploma. Adult education can provide a more personalized and flexible
approach to completing a high school diploma, while helping these students acquire the knowledge
and skills for a career or college.

For students who are 17 or 18 years old and stuck in the ninth or 10th grade with few credits, states
need to help these students enter a GED program, combined with career/technical (CT) studies that
can lead to an employer-recognized credential. This combination should result in a high school
diploma and add to the school's graduation count under the state accountability system.

Principle 7
Broaden the definition of academic rigor to include career/technical programs of study
that join a"ready" academic core with acoherent sequence of quality CT courses.

Because ofSREB states' current focus on pure academics, the expectation often is that most or all
students will be enrolled in a classic, college-preparatory program ofstudy. This narrow concept of.
rigor has resulted in too many students taking a weak college-prep curriculum geared toward mini
mum-level state high school tests, with many instructional days devoted to having students take
practice exams. For many students, this approach seems irrelevant to their future and has greatly
reduced their motivation and engagement in school. A rigorous curriculum or instructional approach
is not necessarily more work - but more thoughtful, purposeful, intellectually demanding work.

The next generation of accountability rules should include a broader definition of rigor that promotes
high-quality CT studies and the learning of academic content through authentic problems, projects
and activities that are meaningful to students. States need to broaden the concept of rigor beyond:

• test-based rigor that requires higher scores on conventional paper-and-pencil tests.

• course-based rigor that requires more credits in demanding academic courses in English, math,
science, social studies.

This broader definition of rigor will allow academic classes to be taught in ways that connect the con
tent to students' lives and future. When students learn academic knowledge through project-based
and applied methods, they are able to use it in new situations, as well as in the context in which they
originally learned it. Students also are more interested in mastering academic content when they have
opportunities to use knowledge and skills in authentic projects.

States that design career-focused programs ofstudy can help more students meet graduation require
ments and prepare them to pursue one or more postsecondary options. A 2008 SREB report, Crafting
a New Vision for High School' How States Can Join Academic and Technical Studies to Promote More
Powerful Learning, outlines how state leaders can realize the potential of CT education in high school
reform by joining high-quality CT studies with academics and intellectually demanding assignments.
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These programs ofstudy can help states reach the significant percentages of students who drop out
because they fail to find a clear path through high school toward a meaningful career. Programs of
study should include a "ready" academic core, including: '

• four years of challenging language arts courses that engage students in reading a variety of
materials and writing short and long papers about a range of literary and non-literary topics.

• four years of mathematics, with schools receiving special recognition in state accountability
systems for helping more students successfully complete Algebra II.

• three or four years of inquiry- and lab-based science.

• at least four courses in a planned sequence of CT courses that feature challenging assignments
with embedded academic content.

Accountability systems should give equal credit to schools when students complete a career-focused
program of study (and qualify for a two- or four-year college or pass a state-approved employer
certification exam) as they do when students complete the traditional college-preparatory program
ofstudy.

States need to provide applied academic courses in math and science and lead the development of
hybrid courses that combine the essential content from college-preparatory courses with content in a
closely related technical field '- such as biology/animal science, geometry/computer-aided design or
physics/auto mechanics. States should establish policies and procedures to ensure that:
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• academic standards for these courses are equivalent in content and complexity to traditional
academic courses.

• teachers are qualified and have special training in both content and the pedagogy for using more
applied strategies.

• students achieve in such courses at a level comparable with student achievement in traditional
academic courses.

• academic and CT teachers have time to work together in planning and teaching such courses.

Making Career/Technical Courses Intellectually Demanding

In addition to designing new courses, states need to make existing CT courses more intellectually demanding by
embedding reading, writing and mathematics standards that are essential for students who will pursue college or
career studies and advancement in specific careers. This requires the development of instructional materials and a
syllabus for each course, blending academic and technical content through authentic projects, and aligning course
content with college- and career-readiness standards. Redesigned CT courses would require students to:

• do substantial reading and reflective writing in the career field.

• describe orally what they learn through class projects, problem-solving activities and laboratory work.

• develop analytical thinking skills.

Redesigned courses would provide students numerous opportunities in the context of their career field to: develop

trouble-shooting and problem-solving skills; develop research and organizational skills to address a problem or task;

use math to support decisions and complete a class project or authentic work outside the school; and learn the habits

of the mind for invention, experimentation and design.
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"States should define in

policy what intellectually

demanding career/technical

studies look like."

Gene Bottoms,
SREB senior vice president

CT teachers need training to help them embed academics and intellectually engag
ing instruction and lessons into CT courses. States will need to develop a profes
sional development system to prepare teachers to deliver redesigned courses. While
many CT teachers have extensive technical knowledge, they often lack expertise in
academics and instructional practices to lead intellectually engaging lessons.

As states develop career-focused programs of study that join a "ready" academic
core with CT studies that are more intellectually demanding and embedded with
academics, they need to recognize that existing statewide assessments often poorly
measure students' knowledge and skills. States will need to search for and encourage
research on alternative assessments that are better suited than standardized tests to
the broader definition of rigor in career-focused programs ofstudy. Such assess
ments could include, but are not limited to, portfolios and senior projects adminis

tered according to state-developed guidelines by trained evaluators.
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Principle 8
Bring dropouts back into the education system.

To improve graduation rates and build a better-educated work force, states need to recover young
adults who have dropped out ofhigh school and help them earn a diploma. States need interven
tion strategies for at least two groups ofstudents who are failing to complete high school. One group
includes students who drop out in ninth grade or earlier and who have accrued few, ifany, high
school credits. The second group is students who have accrued a number of credits but drop out in
11th or 12th grade for family or other reasons.

Recovering these two groups ofstudents will require states to have multiple intervention strategies.
States should require all school districts to offer programs that invite students back into the tradi
tional high school. States should encourage collaborative efforts between school districts and other
entities to develop recovery systems, including regional technical centers, community colleges and
high-quality adult education programs supported by the state. States need to ensure that state and
local funding can be used for programs supporting those students.

Principle 9
Target schools with the lowest achievement levels and graduation rates for major
improvements.

To improve student achievement and graduation rates, SREB states need to lessen the flow of
dropouts from their lowest-performing high schools. The first step is to identify these schools. The
state can use a number of criteria, such as maintaining a graduation rate below 70 percent for three
consecutive years, high failure rates in grades nine and 10, and failure for three consecutive years to
make Adequate Yearly Progress (AYF) on test scores as required by federal law.
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States should assist low-performing districts and schools in outlining their problems, setting ambi
tious but realistic achievement and graduation goals, and implementing a set ofstrategic actions for
reaching those goals. School and district staffs need to work smarter and together to use proven
practices that motivate and engage students to learn at higher levels.

Most states' school accountability systems use frequent measurements of student performance 
coupled with rewards and sanctions - to push school districts, schools, educators and students to
perform at higher levels. This strategy is ineffective for many low-performing schools because some
educators may not have the will or the professional capacity to improve the school. Instead, states
need to work to build the long-term capacity of low-performing schools to improve what and how
students are taught - and to which level- and to connect curriculum and instruction with stu
dents' interests and goals. This is essential for high schools in SREB states that have been labeled
"dropout factories."

4 Texas defines a dropout as any student enrolled the previous school year who does not enroll the following fall during

the school-start window (the first day ofschool through the last Friday in September) and who cannot be identified in

the student accounting system.
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States should support districts and schools that commit to a proven school-reform model with
coaching, professional development and technical assistance to help them better engage and motivate
students to learn.

Principle 10
Make better use of the senior year to prepare students for graduation and give students a
jump-start on college and careers.

Incoming high school seniors arrive with varying levels of skills, and many do not use their senior
year to prepare for postsecondary studies or career training. Some students enter the 12th grade
struggling with their studies, disengaged and at risk of leaving high school. Some are looking for the
easiest courses and electives. Some arrive on track for graduation but unprepared for college or career
training. Others may be ready for college and want to earn college credits. An improved senior year
will allow more students to strengthen their academic skills and to earn employer certifications or

college credits. The senior year does not have to be a lost year.
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Most states have assessments that enable schools to determine students' level of readiness for gradua
tion, college and careers prior to their senior year. However, districts and schools often do not use
this information to plan a more meaningful senior year for each student.

SREB states can use several strategies to strengthen and customize the senior year to prepare more
students for graduation and their next step. They can encourage schools to:

"Identify students entering the senior year who are at risk of not graduating because of too few

credits or failure to pass required state exams. SREB's 2009 report on graduation rates, Gaining
Ground on High School Graduation Rates in SREB States: Milestones and Guideposts, shows that nearly
one in 10 high school seniors in SREB states does not graduate - and even more in states with

high-stakes graduation exams. Some students lack the credits required for graduation. Others have
failed one or more parts of the state graduation exam. States need to study this problem and develop
strategies for improvement.

Help less-prepared students become better-prepared for college. States should require students who
plan to attend college but have not demonstrated college readiness by the end of the junior year to
use the senior year to become much better prepared for college reading, writing and math to avoid
remedial courses in their first year of college. To help these students become ready for college, states'
secondary and postsecondary systems need to:

• identify essential skills that students most need in English, reading, writing and mathematics
to meet readiness standards and pass college placement exams.

• design transitional senior-year courses in reading, writing and math.

• train teachers to teach the courses.

• allow the transitional courses to count toward high school graduation, in lieu of the typical
senior English course or a math course required for graduation.
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Findings from a three-year SREB/High Schools That W0rk pilot project to design senior English and
math courses that target less-prepared students strongly suggest that these transitional courses can
reduce by up to one-half the percentages of students who need remedial reading, writing or math
in college. The 2008 SREB report Getting Students Readyfor College and Careers: Tramitional Senior
English and its forthcoming companion for mathematics provide recommendations for schools in
the devdopment ofsuch courses.

Give college-ready students an early start. Allow students who show college readiness in grade 12 to
earn at least nine semester hours of college credit during the senior year through dual-credit courses
and joint-entollment programs - or to graduate early and attend college full time.

Help career-bound students become ready for work. Schools can hdp students who do not plan to
attend college to use the senior year to prepare for work, using the resources of the local high school,
shared-time technology centers, employers, and community and technical colleges. Further, schools
need to hdp these students work toward employer certification or continued preparation at a
community or technical college.
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Giving equal priority in SREB states' school accountability systems to raising student achievement
and high school graduation rates will improve the economic outlook for students, the region and
the nation.

The next generation ofschool accountability should help states reach beyond minimum improve
ments in both achievement and graduation rates. It should set college and career readiness as the
gold standard for achievement, while recognizing that "one size does not fit all" and that there are
multiple paths to a high school diploma. It should expand the definition of rigor to include career
related academic skills essential to students' future success. It should emphasize recognition and
rewards for schools that improve - and focus more help on those that do not.

Accountability should begin in the middle grades, when early signs of students' disengagement in
school begin. To keep more students engaged in their studies, states should broaden the ways
students can earn a high school diploma and become ready for college and careers.. Students
should be allowed to complete a program of study that joins a "ready' academic core with
intellectually demanding CT studies - or complete high-level academic courses germane to
their career interests.

Improved accountability systems should call for states to identify college- and career-readiness
standards and to set goals for meeting those standards. States need to target the lowest-performing
schools and build their capacity to improve achievement and graduation rates. Most importantly,
improved accountability demands setting ambitious goals for improving both graduation rates and
student achievement.

Creating the next generation ofschool accountability - and improvement - is a monumental
undertaking, but failure to pursue higher standards and graduation rates will have long-lasting
consequences.

Unless SREB states begin to meet these ambitious goals, too many students will be destined to face
limited opportunities for lifelong success and states will lose their economic competitiveness.
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A system of resources and infrastructure that prepares

people, on a lifelong basis, to advance the needs of
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